NBME Membership
The approximately 80 members of NBME Membership constitute the governing body, composed of individuals with responsibility and expertise in the health professions, medical education and evaluation, medical practices, NBME Test Committee representatives and representatives of national professional organizations and the general public. NBME Membership has ultimate responsibility for establishing policy for NBME.

Advisory Committee for Medical School Programs
Advisory Committee for Medical School Programs from academic and medical associations and medical student organizations will collaborate with staff to improve communication and to enhance relationships with the medical education community by:

- providing an opportunity for exchange of information between NBME and academic and medical associations
- increasing participation of the medical education community as the NBME develops and expands services to current and new clients
- bringing suggestions about enhancements and improvements to services to the NBME for medical education
- providing NBME with consensus opinions from the major stakeholders

Responsibilities:
The term for residents and fellows is two years. During their term, committee members are expected to:

- Participate in a 1- to 2-day meeting in Philadelphia
- Participate in a 3-hr conference call

On occasion, the NBME convenes a special purpose meeting or a conference call to discuss issues related to new initiatives. The NBME reimburses for authorized travel expenses to and from meetings, as well as lodging and meals while in Philadelphia for committee members and for both meetings for students.